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Oh September September 
to a  sad reminiscing I surrender 
When on the 11th of one of ur days 
Tears ran down my astonished face 

As  i watched   tv N thought it was a movie or some kind of sick joke 
But then I realized it was cnn live news. N that  fire was real n so was the smoke 

The choice was to be burn alive or jump out of the building 
The enemy was accurate and precise in their planning n  killing 
U could hear the horrible sounds of bodies impacting the floor 
But a lot more man  would  die in the following  war 

 innocent people were taken when the towers collapsed ,manhattan was covered in a dark cloud
 followed by an  inmidiate silence  
N then all u could hear was   nonstopping car alarms n the ambulance  sirens 
We wont surrender n always remember  those terrible acts of  such cruel violence 
The terrorist plot was in effect n United 93 was not an ordinary flight  
On that day brave heroes were born n they did not go down without a fight  

The pentagon was impacted by united 77 n it took 184 lives
That left  fatherless children n mentally n emotionally broken wives 
But in less than a year we  n rebuilded it what a magnificent pentagon renovation  
N we showed al queda that freedom prevailed n together we stand  as a strong  nation 

Many of us blame God  n why he let all that happen 
We forget those were evil attacks  order by  osama bin ladden

We always want the blessing without accepting the blesser
When everything is ok  God  seeking becomes  lesser 
But on September 12 the churches were packed to their full capacity 
so only in time of kaos n crissis looking for God is a necessity ? 

10 days after the only sense of happiness was when mike piazza rescue the Yankees 
On a game that would lead to the finals n  leave people happy  instead of  cranky 

That world series was amazing n like life the end was not fair 
the Yankees. Lost the series but they left their hearts there 
 baseball for a second took our worried minds from the  shocking events 
But everytime we passed by ground zero we feel the sadness n mourning laments 
The statue of liberty remid us n let us know we r in a free country  
n we elect our presidents by majority of votes even though in all politics we don't agree
Let's go back to our roots n like our founding fathers in God we should trust
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Instead of his holy word with religion we try to adjust  
Do not add or take away n read the truth is a must 
 
May God bless America n the firefighters police, officers , paramedics volunteers everyone that.
Helped what true heroes u are  
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